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Interplanetary Mission Design

�Use natural dynamics for fuel efficiency

� Dynamical channels connecting planets and moons

� Trajectory generation using invariant manifolds in the
3-body problem suggests new numerical algorithms for
interplanetary missions

�How to balance fuel efficiency with
reasonable flight times?

� Gravity assists, ballistic captures can take a long time

� Short flight times important for challenging missions,
e.g. Multi-Moon Orbiter to multiple Jovian moons
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Multi-Moon Orbiter

�Orbit each moon in a single mission

� Other Jovian moons are also worthy of study
• All may have oceans, evidence from Galileo suggests
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Multi-Moon Orbiter
� ∆V is low (∼ 20 m/s), but flight time ∼ 4 years

Low Energy Tour of Jupiter’s Moons
Seen in Jovicentric Inertial Frame

Jupiter

Callisto
   Ganymede
              Europa 
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Fuel vs. Time Trade-Off

�Motivating Example

�Earth to Moon Trajectories

� Consider a transfer from Earth orbit to lunar orbit

� Previously addressed by Belbruno and Miller, where
nonlinear n-body effects were used to lower ∆V at
the expense of a longer time of flight compared to
Hohmann

� A good example problem for seeking efficient numer-
ical algorithms to find fuel vs. time trade-off, applica-
ble for many other situations
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Fuel vs. Time Trade-Off
� Use planar circular restricted 3-body model
• Consider the effect of only the Earth and Moon

� Compare with earlier methods; Hohmann, Bollt and
Meiss, Schroer and Ott
• Hohmann: simple and fast, but fuel-expensive

• Remove recurrent loops in a chaotic trajectory

• Target passes between mean motion resonances

� We will give some background on these methods
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Some Background

�Starting/final orbital parameters

� Starting orbit: 59559 km circular Earth orbit

� Final orbit: lunar orbit with perilune 13970 km

�Transfer trajectory

� Classical method: Hohmann transfer
• Two maneuvers: ∆V1 and ∆V2, both large

� Total ∆V = 1220 m/s, TOF = 6.6 days

� First Goal: use the same orbital param-
eters, but lower the total ∆V

� Second Goal: keep time of flight reasonable
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Some Background
� Bollt & Meiss [1995] : target through recurrence

• Find chaotic solution for fixed energy, remove recurrent loops
with very small ∆V ’s

E.M. Bolt,. ID. Meiss/PhYsics Letters A 204(1995)373-378
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Fig. 2. Phase space portrait of the Poincare mapping of a 105 iterate test orbit for the restricted three body problem with J = -3.17948.
The point (., i) is plotted every time the flow pierces the surface Y = 0 with positive v. The Earth and Moon are clearly labeled at their

fixed locations in the rotating frame. The phase space locations of the starting point a near the Earth, and the target point b near a Moon
orbit invariant torus are also labeled. Several invariant ton are also shown.

chaotic orbit. A trial and error search for various v(
near the Earth, but in the connected chaotic compo-
nent that leads to the Moon, along the line segment
un) = 0, gave the best results for an orbit at an altitude
of 59669 km above the Earth's center. As our target,
we choose the outermost invariant torus, marked "b"
in Fig. 2, corresponding to a quasi-periodically pre-
cessing "ellipse" around the moon. As the actual target
point, b, we use the point of closest approach of our
test orbit to b, at an altitude of 13970 km above the
Moon's center. From b a tiny perturbation will move
the orbit onto the torus, thus achieving a state bound to
the Moon without the large deceleration required by a
Hohmann transfer. We define a "true" ballistic capture
to the Moon (at constant energy) to be an orbit for-
ward asymptotic to a Moon-orbiting invariant torus.
This contrasts to a distinct definition by Belbruno 1 9].
We are searching for a Moon-ballistic capture in the
sense of our strong definition.

The implication of solving Eq. (2), using the exact
stable and unstable manifolds, is that near the pseudo-

orbit we construct, there exists a true orbit which
skips the recurrence. The orbit of p exactly yields
the shadow orbit, by construction. When we use other
curves to parameterize the variations, we lose this im-
plication, but we gain another advantage. In construct-
ing an Earth-Moon pseudo-orbit, even small varia-
tions along the stable and unstable manifolds in phase
space imply variations in velocity and position. We
wish to construct an orbit with only velocity errors,
since teleportation is not physical. but rocket impulses
are routine. According to the arguments of the previ-
ous paragraph, we may substitute the vector (0, 8u)
for both fu and f, in Eq. (2) to find a real config-
uration space orbit, i.e., no position errors. With this
choice, we find that m = 12, yielding a patch length
2in + I = 25 steps, yields adequate recurrence error
compression.

The 105 iterate test orbit has a 10710 iterate seg-
ment which goes from a to b. Fixing the recurrence
distance to 8 = 0.02, we achieved a 58 iterate pseudo-
orbit by cutting out 6 recurrence loops, and requiring

:376

Poincare section: chaotic and regular motion intermixed.
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Some Background
� Trajectory found : 750 m/s, 748 days

Spacecraft trajectory in the rotating frame
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Some Background
� Schroer & Ott [1997] : target passes btwn resonances

• Leap-frog between a series of resonances using very small
∆V ’s until trajectory reaches the moonregion. If no intersection occurred, we calculate the sizes of

both the image of the control segment and the target region.
The smaller of the two is then iterated one step forward or
backward, respectively. This is repeated until an intersection
occurs. This way a nominal size of the image of the control
segment need not be chosen in advance.

As the curve segment is evolved forward in time byn1

steps, its length grows roughly exponentially;d exp(l1n1),
wherel1 is the positive pointwise finite-time Lyapunov ex-
ponent for forward evolution from the source (p0 ,q0). Like-
wise the small ball of diameter« t around the target point
stretches exponentially;« t exp(ul2un2) in one direction as it
is iteratedn2 steps backward in time. Herel2 is the negative
pointwise finite-time Lyapunov exponent for backward evo-
lution from the target point.~Although the absolute value of
the infinite-time positive and negative Lyapunov exponent
are identical for Hamiltonian systems, the finite-time
Lyapunov exponentsl1 and ul2u may be different.! The
transfer timet obtained in this way is of the order of

t;t11t25l1
21 ln~L/d!1ul2u21 ln~L/« t!, ~1!

where L is the typical length scale on which intersections
occur.

In practice the image of the control range is calculated
for a discrete number of control settings, in between which it
is approximated using linear interpolation. Similarly the pre-
image of the target region is discretized by iterating evenly
spaced points on its perimeter backward in time. When the
first intersection is found, its exact location is approximated
by bisectional refinement and the control is set to the loca-
tion pint on the originald segment corresponding to then1

preimage of the intersection. Applying this control to the
system directs the trajectory to the target region in optimal
time. We call a trajectoryoptimal, if it is as fast as the fastest
natural trajectory between the initial control segment and the
target region. Thus forward–backward control is optimal by
construction.@Note that this does not preclude the possibility
that there may still be controlled orbits that are faster. It
appears to us, however, thatwith small controlcontrolled
orbits that are more than marginally faster are unlikely if~as
is the case in our moon targeting example, Section III! orbits
between the chosen passes are robustly chaotic.#

B. Connecting source and target via passes

Problems with direct forward–backward targeting may
occur, when source and target lie in two distant regions sepa-
rated by slow transport barriers. Then the time before an
intersection occurs is very large. Intersection does not occur
until the forward and backward images make contact through
the slow transport barrier. During that time the extensions of
both the image of the control segment and the preimage of
the target region grow exponentially, requiring an exponen-
tially increasing number of discrete points to resolve them.
This problem can be overcome by successively targeting the
passes between resonances that connect the phase space re-
gions of source and target. Since forward–backward target-

ing between the passes is optimal and the passes have to be
traversed by the shortest trajectory, the resulting trajectory is
globally optimal.

For two-dimensional Hamiltonian maps the natural
transport is well-understood,11,12and this facilitates the iden-
tification of the appropriate passes. In particular, the idea of a
‘‘resonance’’ is especially important. This concept is illus-
trated in Figure 2, where we show a schematic illustration of
two overlapping resonances. Each resonance has an associ-
ated saddle unstable periodic orbit. For example the period
one orbitP is associated with the period one resonance~the
lower shaded region in Figure 2!, while P1 andP2 form the
unstable period two orbit associated with the period two
resonance~upper shaded regions in Figure 2!. As shown in
Figure 2, the stable and unstable manifolds of the periodic
orbit delineate the corresponding resonance. To travel from
one resonance to the next the small overlapping region must
be traversed. Its vicinity forms a pass. A trajectory connect-
ing two distant points might have to cross several reso-
nances, successively traversing passes in between. This is
illustrated schematically in Figure 2, where an initial source
point in the period one resonance is indicated. Applying a
small control the source state is perturbed to the state shown
as an open circle in Figure 2, such that the orbit from this
state targets the overlap region between the period one and
period two resonances. Once the orbit reaches the overlap
region a second control is applied to bring it to the next
overlap region~shown at the top of the period two resonance
in Figure 2! and so on.

Typically, only a few resonances need to be considered
as intermediate targets. For example those resonances, whose

FIG. 2. Associated with each resonance there is an unstable periodic orbit,
whose stable and unstable manifolds are used to delineate the boundary of
the resonance. To travel from one resonance to the next, the small overlap-
ping region in between has to be traversed. Its vicinity forms a pass. Starting
at the source in the lower period one resonance, a small control is applied to
target the small overlap region to the upper period two resonance. As this
small region is traversed, the overlap region to the next resonance is tar-
geted, applying a second control. There, another control is applied to reach
the next target and so on.

514 C. G. Schroer and E. Ott: Targeting in Hamiltonian systems

Chaos, Vol. 7, No. 4, 1997
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Resonances: target the passes between them with small controls.
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Some Background
� Trajectory found : 749 m/s, 378 days

target the two period three resonances before aiming at the
stable elliptical orbit depicted asb. Note that in order to keep
the spacecraft at constantJ, the control segment for the
forward–backward control is implicitly given by~6!. Using
the resulting trajectory, the spacecraft reaches the target after
only 87.12 time units, corresponding to 377.5 days;1.03
years, which is;50% of the transfer time required in Ref.
10. The trajectory is depicted in Figure 6~a!. The total thrust
required for controlling the trajectory is
DVcontrol52.48•102352.54 m/s, and a final stabilizing
thrust of DVstab.52.0•102352.05 m/s is required to move
the spacecraft out of the chaotic regime onto the stable orbit
located atb. The overall thrust requirement for this transfer
is DV5748.9 m/s, which is slightly below the 749.6 m/s
required by the transfer in Ref. 10. Thus, within the
DV-limits given in Ref. 10, the target was reached in about
half the time.

Above, we chose the source point for the trajectory
rather arbitrarily. In fact, it was obtained in Ref. 10 by ‘‘trial
and error,’’ and a better source point can be found in its
vicinity: Starting on the period three orbit depicted by open
circles in Figure 5 results in an even shorter transfer time of
293 days;0.80 years, requiring a controlling
DVcontrol50.62 m/s andDVstab.52.61 m/s. The correspond-
ing transfer orbit is shown in Figure 6~b!.

The reason this source point yields such a good result is
the following: In order to achieve ballistic capture by the
moon, the spacecraft must acquire additional angular mo-
mentum in order to follow the moon on its circular orbit. At
the source point, the angular momentum of the spacecraft is
much smaller. The only way the spacecraft can acquire this
additional angular momentum is by using the gravitational
forces of the moon. The most effective way to do this is to
spend as much time as possible close to it. Starting on the
period three orbit the trajectory obtained comes close to the
moon every period.

The practical use of the trajectories obtained for mis-
sions to the moon using chemical propulsion systems, how-
ever, should not be overestimated, since the starting distance
from the earth must be unusually large in order to take ad-
vantage of the chaotic motion. Most of the gain inDV must
be spent on reaching the initial source point on the far out
circular orbit. Electrically propelled spacecrafts, such as the
LGAS mission to the moon,17 however, slowly gain altitude
by spiraling out from the earth, using a small continuous
thrust. These missions naturally reach the chaotic region of
phase space, where chaotic targeting becomes applicable. In
fact, the part of our trajectory, that passes over to the moon
depicted in Figure 7, is similar to the corresponding part of
the LGAS’ orbit.17 Thus chaotic targeting as discussed in this
paper should be very relevant in such situations.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

While in the example of the standard map the source and
target both lie well inside the chaotic region, the target orbit
around the moon lies on a stable island. In order to approach
such a stable KAM-region, theuncontrolledtrajectory must
pass an infinite hierarchy of smaller and smaller resonances,
never reaching the outmost stable KAM-surface.11 A stable
region can therefore never be reached by an uncontrolled

FIG. 6. Controlled chaotic trajectories to a stable lunar orbit.~a! Starting
from a circular orbit 59 669 km above the earth’s center~time required for
transfer: 377.5 days!. ~b! Starting from the period three orbit denoted by
open circles in Figure 5~time required for transfer: 293 days!.

FIG. 7. Part of a chaotic trajectory obtained by pass targeting. The similarity
to the orbit used by the LGAS mission~Ref. 17! suggests the applicability of
chaotic targeting to electrically propelled spacecraft missions. The time re-
quired to follow the trajectory depicted is about 16 days. In the case of the
LGAS mission, the starting point of such a trajectory was reached by slowly
spiraling outward from a near earth parking orbit using a small, continuous
thrust. Likewise, the spacecraft approached the moon by spiraling towards
the moon after the transfer.

518 C. G. Schroer and E. Ott: Targeting in Hamiltonian systems

Chaos, Vol. 7, No. 4, 1997
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Spacecraft trajectory in the rotating frame
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Our Approach

�Our approach

� Take full advantage of all known phase space struc-
tures: seek intersections between resonances and
tubes leading to ballistic capture by the Moon

�Building blocks

� Appropriate energy: transfer at three-body energy
where resonances and tube dynamics are important

� Poincare section: reduces problem to 2D

� Resonant gravity assists: maximize change in or-
bit during every lunar encounter

� Tube dynamics: get captured by the Moon
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Appropriate Energy
� Transfer to occur on a single 3D energy surface

� Poincaré surface-of-section: motion on 2D map

    Case 2 : E
1
<E<E

2

Forbidden Realm
(at a particular energy level)Poincare Section

L1

Earth

Moon
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Poincaré Surface of Section
� Study Poincaré surface of section at fixed energy E,

reducing system to a 2-dimensional area preserving map.

z

P(z)

Poincaré surface of section
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Resonant Gravity Assists
� Unstable resonances: Periodic orbits forming a dynami-

cal “back-bone,” via their stable/unstable manifolds.

� Physically, these manifolds correspond to orbits under-
going repeated close encounters with the Moon.
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Unstable resonances and their manifolds.
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Tube Dynamics
� Jump to the Moon’s vicinity via invariant manifold tubes

associated to a periodic orbit about L1.

� Track orbits via exits/entrances on Poincaré sections.

Poincare Section

L1

Earth

Poincare Section

U2U1

f1

f2

f12

f2

f1
z0

z1
z2

z3z4

z5 U2

U1

Exit

Entrance

Tube dynamics: going from one Poincaré section to another.
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Resonances and Tubes

�Resonances and tubes are linked

� It has been observed that the tubes of capture orbits
are coming from certain resonances.
• Koon, Lo, Marsden, Ross [2001]

�Designing an efficient transfer

� First, from the starting Earth orbit, perform a ∆V
placing the spacecraft on a trajectory near one of the
resonances which is linked to capture tubes.

� Then perform small maneuvers to steer into a capture
tube – none may be needed!
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Resonances and Tubes
� Poincaré section: tube cross-sections are closed curves

and resonance manifolds are windy curves.

Poincaré section showing tubes and resonances.
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Resonances and Tubes
� Invisible structure: both of them reveal the structure in

the “chaotic” part of phase space.

Poincaré section showing tubes and resonances and background points.
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Resonances and Tubes
� Tubes and resonance manifolds intersect, i.e., there is a

free transfer from the resonance to the Moon’s vicinity.

Poincaré section showing tubes and resonances.
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Resonances and Tubes
� The free transfer corresponds to a flight time of over

250 days, but we can do better.

� The tubes and resonance manifold come “close” to in-
tersecting in several places, i.e., a small ∆V can drasti-
cally cut out unnecessary flight time.

� By searching for ∆V ’s of a particular size, one can sys-
tematically get a curve of ∆V vs. time of flight.
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Resonances and Tubes
� Results: much shorter transfer times than previous

authors for only slightly more ∆V
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Trajectories from a circular Earth orbit (r=59669 km) to a stable lunar orbit

Hohmann transfer
∆V = 1220 m/s

TOF = 6.6 days 

Present Work

Schroer & 
Ott [1997]

    Bollt & 
Meiss [1995]
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Resonances and Tubes
� Compare with Bollt and Meiss [1995]

• A tenth of the time for only 100 m/s more

Current Result Bollt and Meiss [1995]

65 days, ∆V = 860 m/s 748 days, ∆V = 750 m/s

TOF = 65 days
∆V = 860 m/s
1 Day Tick Marks

Earth Moon
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e.g., GEO to Lunar Orbit

GEO to Moon Orbit Transfer
Seen in Geocentric Inertial Frame

TOF = 63 days
∆V = 1211 m/s
1 Day Tick Marks

EarthMoon’s
Orbit
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e.g., GEO to Lunar Orbit

GEO to Moon - rotating frame
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e.g., GEO to Lunar Orbit

GEO to Moon - inertial frame
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